Infinity Learning Maps: Home-based Learning and new mappers!
Infinity Learning Map- Home based learning
You all have the opportunity to draw a learning map
about your home learning.
A ‘Learning Map’ is a drawing that you will complete.
Your Learning Map will show the interactive web
surrounding your learning: the people, the tools, the
places and the interactions that help you to learn.
The purpose of mapping is to reflect on your learning and living and make some
improvements for a positive future. If you reflect on how you are learning and living and
make little adjustments along the way, you will develop positive ways to go beyond survival
and thrive as you move into the future.
Infinity Learning Maps support you to figure out those little adjustments and take positive
steps forward. The aim is to create new habits of reflecting on and adjusting your learning in
ways that have a positive influence on your life.

A

Make a list
•

List 3 things you have learned or ‘learned to do’ while
home-based learning
1. ____________________
2. ____________________
3. ____________________

•
•

Think about how you learned it and why you learned it.
Think how was my way of learning different to how I learn in school.

Talk to a person at home or connect with a someone on line.
Tell that person the things you learned, how you learned it and why you learned it.
Tell that person how it is was the same or different to your learning at school

B

If this is your first Map,

Watch this video scribe to see the mapping process – anyone can watch
http://bit.ly/InfinityLearningMapsTheProcess
REMEMBER
• Every Infinity Learning Map is a right map!
• You are drawing the map for you, to help you think how you might like to improve your
learning.
• It is NOT an art competition- stick figures for people and names of tools and places are
fine

There are different ways you can capture your Infinity Learning Map
1. You can download and print the A3 template here https://bit.ly/A3learningmap
2. You download and print the A4 ( smaller) template here word
https://bit.ly/A4homebased – and PDF https://bit.ly/A4HomebasedPDF
Two pages one for your map and one for your thinking.
3. You can use any paper you have at home
4. Draw your map on Jam Board which is part of the google suite of tools. It is free. It
just needs to be added to your Google apps- your teacher might have to do this for
you.

C

Draw your Infinity Learning MapMy learning at home

Draw yourself in the middle of your piece of paper or
on jamboard. Stick figures are fine
Draw
• The people who help you learn
• The tools/things that help you learn
• The places that help you learn
• The interactions between you, the people, the
tools and the places. Here is a link to a table that
will help you with the different sorts of arrows to
show the different sorts of your interactions
https://bit.ly/InteractionArrows

D

Making a change or a growth, development or area improvement

Now that you have drawn your Infinity Learning Map, you need to decide how learning from
home could improve or get better. You may find this challenging. It might be the first time
that you have thought about improving your learning at home.

• Watch this video Making the Change
•
•

http://bit.ly/InfinityLearningMapsMakingTheChange
Look at Map 1 - your map from earlier in the year. If you did a map earlier in the
year and you can find it, look at it and notice what’s the same? What’s different?
Think
• What would you like to add or change to your
map to improve your learning at home? People?
Places? Tools?
• Would you like to change/grow or develop any of
your learning interactions?
• Is there anything you would like to have more of
or less of?

Talk to a person at home or connect with a someone on
line.
• Talk to a person at home or connect with a
someone on line.
• Tell that person the things you learned, how you
learned it and why you learned it.
• Tell that person how it is was the same or different
to your learning at school
o Explain your map to them
o Tell them what you have decided to grow/change or develop while you are
learning at home
o Tell them what you will do so the change happens
o Tell them what your whanau can do to help you make the change
o Tell them what the teacher can do to help you make the change

Create your personal data set
You need to store your ideas so you can look back on what you improved about your
learning and why.
1. Take a digital photo of your Infinity Learning Map. Store in your folder
2. Go somewhere quiet and make a short (around 2-minutes) video of your Learning
Map, then store the video. In the video you need to,
a. describe your Learning Map
b. talk about the interactions in your Learning Map
c. explain your area of improvement
d. describe what you will do differently to make the improvement
e. explain how your teacher, friends, family or other can support you with your
improvement.
Note: the sound needs to be clear and easy to hear. You can produce the video
in many different ways,
o Stand and hold your map to one side and explain it with a classmate filming
you,
o If you do not want to be in the video, put your map on a desk and have a
classmate or you video the map while you explain it, or
o Use Screencastify

Ask your teacher for the link to the
google form from the eguide so you
can enter your Infinity Learning Map
data in the google form.

